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Abstract 
Nowadays, vision-based techniques for automatic early smoke detection in the outdoor scenes are in a hot topic of computer 
vision. The basic set of features includes the traditional features describing the spatial ones, such as color, shape, transparency, 
energy, and fractal property, and the temporal ones, such as frame difference estimator, motion estimator, and flicker on 
boundaries. The main problem of the early smoke detection is to obtain the low values of the clustering errors. Our contribution 
deals with a reasonable clustering of the smoke/non-smoke regions based on the Boosted Random Forests (BRFs). The BRFs 
provide better clustering results in comparison with the traditional clustering techniques, as well as the ordinary random forests. 
Forty test video sequences with and without smoke were analyzed during experiments. The true recognition results of a smoke 
detection achieved 97.8% that is better on 3–4% of the results obtaining by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) application. 
False reject rate and false acceptance rate values were significantly decreased till 3.68% and 3.24% in average, respectively. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction 
The task of the fire and smoke detection in the large and open spaces remains in the field of interest in last 
decades. The wildfires in forests and fires in urban environment are concerned to the ecological hazards causing 
economical losses. The early detection of a fire permits to prevent the irreversible consequences, here is why many 
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researches and experiments were conducted in order to obtain the accurate results of a fire and smoke detection. It is 
difficult to detect a fire at the early stage especially in the large and open spaces. The majority of the traditional fire 
detectors based on the analysis of combustion products, such as temperature sampling, particle sampling, and air 
transparency testing, are useless in the outdoor space. The chemical composition and a quantity of a smoke depend 
on the chemical components of the combustible material, the fire phase characterizing by a burning temperature and 
supply of oxygen, the meteorological impacts and atmospheric phenomena, and other surrounding factors including 
a human factor. A smoke propagation from an uncontrolled fire can be registered by various optical devices 
including video camera, infrared camera, IP camera, and laser scanners, even if a flame is not visible. Therefore, a 
vision-based surveillance is the main approach, which can be implemented from various viewpoints. In this research, 
the terrestrial surveillance is implied. The main challenge is to register the true alarms and reduce the false alarms. 
This provokes to combine many spatio-temporal features in a single algorithm with a following clustering of the 
detected regions similar to a smoke. Verstockt et al.1 provided the state-of-the-art in early fire and smoke detection 
in 2009, which later was extended by Lee et al.2 in 2012. Both publications confirm the significance of a smoke 
feature choice for terrestrial shooting in following order (from the most to less significance): color detection, moving 
object detection, flickering/energy analysis/temporal difference analysis, fractal (disorder) analysis, and 
subblocking/training/cleanup post-processing/localization/propagation. 
Our methodology deals with a rigorous consecutive approach that is determined by the surveillance basics of a 
non-rigid smoke with various shapes, color, and a transparency in different time instants. The main stages include 
the candidate-region detection, feature extraction, clustering, and verification. Verification stage was investigated in 
details in our previous research3. The main contribution of current research is a reasonable approach for extraction of 
the features’ ensemble with following clustering of the smoke/non-smoke regions based on the BRFs. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of the related work devoting to smoke detection 
in the outdoor scenes. Section 3 introduces our methodology based on the surveillance basics dealing with a 
background modelling and spatio-temporal analysis of video sequences. The feature extraction is presented in 
Section 4. The proposed clustering technique is described in Section 5. Section 6 provides the experimental results 
and performance evaluation. Conclusions are given in Section 7. 
2. Related Work 
The most of known methods use a combination of various features characterizing a smoke emergence and smoke 
propagation. One of the popular approaches is the edge analysis as an important indicator of a smoke in wavelet 
domain. Toreyin et al.4 analyzed a periodic behavior in smoke boundaries using a hidden Markov model and 
wavelets. Additionally, Toreyin et al. considered the chrominance components U and V in Y (Luma), U, and V 
(YUV) color space, which have a tendency to decrease their values due to a grayish scene with the smoke, and 
studied a high frequency behavior of the smoke boundaries to model a smoke flicker. Yuan5 proposed an 
accumulative motion model based on the integral image by fast estimation of the motion orientation of a smoke in 
order to decrease the false alarms. The algorithm consists of four stages including moving detection, chrominance 
detection, fast estimation of the motion orientation, and orientation accumulation in a view of the histograms. For the 
sake of simplicity and computational efficiency, Yuan introduced two statistical models that estimate a frame 
difference with and without noise. Thereafter, many authors followed this strategy of the smoke moving detection6. 
Also Yuan5 introduced a color range of a smoke in the Red, Blue, and Green (RGB) color space as a set of the 
empirical rules due to the observation that a smoke color is changed from white-bluish to white, when a temperature 
of a smoke is low, and from black-grayish to black, when a temperature rises. The approach is suitable for a smoke 
detection notably in urban scenes with various type of objects’ movement including pedestrians, cars, animals, etc. 
Morerio et al.7 proposed to describe the smoke variations as a chaotic property by a histogram of the (x, y) position 
of each white pixel with respect to the bounding box. The higher the entropy, the more uniform the histogram. The 
kurtosis of this distribution estimated a chaotic property of a smoke. The chromatic features of a smoke provide 
better clustering using the appropriate thresholds because a smoke is usually lighter than the woodlands. A multi-
layer network was designed for clustering of the smoke/non-smoke regions. Ho8 developed a non-parametric vision 
tracking algorithm to provide a feedback of a flame and smoke real-time position at a high frame rate. It operates on 
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a color probability distribution image derived from the color histograms. The technique of the image motion history 
proposed by Bobick and Davis9 was employed to generate a motion distribution throughout each 20 frames. 
Calderara et al.10 adopted the Bayesian approach for analysis of an image energy using wavelet transform 
coefficients and color information. A statistical model of a gray-level image energy, using the temporal Gaussian 
mixture model, was built in order to evaluate the color blending between a reference smoke color and color in the 
input frame. The authors had built the reasonable background model as a part of a knowledge-based object tracker 
system. They announced a possibility of their method to detect a smoke both in day and night conditions with a 
reduced number of the false alarms. Having such accurate reference background model, Calderara et al. analyzed 
any change of the image energy in a scene. For fifty test videos, the detection rates of 77%, 98.5%, and 100% 
occurred after the observation time in 3 s, 6 s, and 10 s, respectively, with an average false acceptance rate of 4%. 
The original approach for a smoke detection, using a transmission from image or video frame, was proposed by 
Long et al.11. The concept of a transmission as a new essential feature of a smoke was formulated based on the 
airlight-albedo ambiguity model. First, an optical model of a smoke based on the airlight-albedo ambiguity model 
was defined. Second, the preliminary smoke transmission, using a dark channel prior with following application of 
soft matting algorithm, was estimated. Third, a transmission to detect a smoke region by thresholding and obtain 
detailed information about the distribution of a smoke thickness was evaluated. The main advantage of this model is 
a consideration of the atmospheric phenomena. 
The wildfire smoke detection has its own characteristics, which can be estimated accurately using a physical 
modelling of a smoke propagation. Thus, the Navier-Stokes equations describe the physical model of the fluid 
dynamics in terms of a velocity vector field12. Landau and Lifshitz show, how these equations can be simplified and 
substituted by the Euler equations considering a gaseous fluids, such as a smoke13. However, this is a sphere of 
computational mathematics with the goal to achieve a high understating of the phenomenon evolution of a smoke 
propagation. In computer vision, usually the simplest models and techniques for a smoke detection are used. 
3. Overview of Ensemble Techniques 
Fuzzy logic, production rules, the SVM, hidden Markov model, among others, are the main conventional 
approaches for a vision-based smoke clustering. However, in recent years some ensemble techniques had been 
proposed including the decision trees as the base classifier. The evolution of this concept includes the following 
approaches: 
x The bagging is one of the oldest techniques14. Each classifier is constructed using a set of examples, which are 
extracted from the training dataset by re-sampling with replacement. The bagging combines the decisions of the 
classifiers with a uniform-weighted voting. 
x The boosting creates the ensemble by adding one classifier in a time instant15. At each step, a classifier is trained 
on the selective samples from a dataset. Initially a sampling distribution is a uniform distribution. During 
training, a likelihood of misclassified examples is increased. 
x A random subspaces technique was introduced by Ho16. This technique was based on the selection of random 
subsets of the attributes in order to train the individual classifiers in the ensemble. The randomization as an 
approach was introduced by Dietterich17. 
x Breiman18 proposed the random forest ensembles, where a bagging is used for random attribute selection. The 
number of attributes is randomly chosen at each node of a tree. 
x A method, called random ferns, reduces the computational memory using the same decision function for the 
branch nodes at the same level19. The classification results may be worse due to reducing a number of the nodes 
in comparison with the random trees. The boosted random ferns combine a multiple of extremely randomized 
trees using the AdaBoost algorithm in order to select automatically the most relevant trees. 
x The boosted random forests include a boosting algorithm during the random forest learning in order to produce 
the high-performance and smaller in size decision trees20. 
x The fuzzy random forest as an ensemble based on the fuzzy decision trees was proposed by Bonissone et al.21. 
These trees are constructed without considering all attributes to split the nodes but with selection of the best 
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attributes. This approach combines a robustness of multiple classifier systems, a power of the randomness to 
increase the diversity of the trees, and a flexibility of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets. 
x The deep neural decision forests were introduced by Kontschieder et al.22 as a stochastic, differentiable, and back 
propagation compatible version of the decision trees guiding the representation learning in lower layers of the 
deep convolutional networks. 
The mentioned above classification of the ensemble techniques demonstrates the main directions of their 
development since 1990s. Even though the random forest classifier requires the reference data in the training 
process, this classifier is more efficient in accuracy for a large variety of the high-dimensional problems than other 
classifiers, such as the SVM or artificial neural networks18. The BRFs demonstrated the best results with the 
minimum error values during the experiments. 
4. Detection of Candidate Smoke Region 
The smoke as a dynamic texture is an extension of 2D texture in the temporal domain. It exhibits the certain 
stationary properties in time. The known approaches for dynamic texture include mainly four types of analysis, such 
as optical flow, extraction of spatio-temporal geometric properties, local spatio-temporal filtering, and methods of 
model parameters estimation. The temporal and spatial properties are discussed in Sections 4.1–4.2, respectively. 
4.1. Temporal Properties 
The conventional way of a video analysis is to design a good background model and track a motion selectively. 
The requirements to the background model are the following: 
x A smoke detection ought to be accurate in day and night conditions. 
x No moving objects including the dynamic textures and smoke can be presented in a scene. 
x The background model ought to be constantly updated to respond on the luminance impacts, such as shadows and 
brightness regions. 
x The background model ought to be constantly updated to respond on the environmental variations, such as 
meteorological impacts and atmospheric phenomena in the scenes with close and far smoke locations. 
It is reasonable to design two background models respect to the smoke location in a scene. The background model 
with close smoke considers three main challenges, such as moving objects, luminance variations, and atmospheric 
phenomena. In this case, a compensation of moving objects is the most often procedure. Meteorological impacts and 
atmospheric phenomena prevail in a scene with a large depth. For scene with slow changeable brightness, a 
background subtraction model jointly with color information was proposed by Favorskaya et al.23. Suppose that a 
camera noise into three color channels of the RGB space has a normal distribution with the noise dispersions VRn2, 
VGn2, and VBn2. For each pixel with coordinates (x, y), the averages and the dispersions of intensity function I(x, y) 
using a set of initial frames are calculated. The updating of parameters is carried out in each pixel with coordinates 
(x, y) according to Eqs. 1–2, where Pt and Vt2 are the average and dispersion at time instant t, respectively, Pt+1 and 
V2t+1 are the average and dispersion at time instant (t+1), respectively, D is an empirical constant. 
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Long et al.11 represented the generalized airlight-albedo ambiguity model, consisting from two parts – scene 
radiance and global atmospheric light. The model is described by Eq. 3, where I(x, y) is an observed intensity in 
three color channels of the RGB color space, A is a global atmospheric light, J(x, y) is a surface radiance vector at 
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the intersection point of a scene and a real-world ray corresponding to pixel with coordinates (x, y), τ(x, y) is a 
portion of the light that is not scattered and reaches the camera. 
        AyxyxJyxyxI ,1,,, WW    (3) 
Many algorithms improve a visibility of frames under the atmospheric phenomena, such as haze, fog, cloud, rain 
and snow, among others, and under luminance distortions. Thus, Narasimhan and Nayar24 derived several geometric 
constraints on the scene color changes caused by varying atmospheric conditions. The impacts of mentioned above 
factors were investigated in details by Favorskaya and Pyataeva25. The modified Retinex algorithm improving dark 
and light areas in a frame was proposed by Favorskaya and Pakhirka26. Using the “good” background model, it is 
easy to detect any motion in scene including a smoke motion. In this research, the block matching algorithm was 
applied as a fast and low cost motion detector. 
A phenomenon of flicker on smoke boundaries is caused by an uncontrolled flame flicker with a frequency 10 Hz 
independent from the source of the fuel and the burner dimensions27. A frequency of flicker on smoke boundaries is 
less, near 1–3 Hz. The technique of flicker detection is simple enough and implies a checking of changes in intensity 
pixel values on the smoke boundaries. However, the flicker frequency of a smoke is a time-varying parameter. It can 
be considered as an additional non-reliable parameter. The energy analysis of smoke is preferable. 
4.2. Spatial Properties 
Color, contours, fractal property, and transparency are considered the main spatial properties of a smoke in a still 
image or single frame. Various color spaces, such as RGB, Hue, Saturation, and Brightness/Value (HSB/HSV), 
YUV, and CIELab can be recommended. Celik et al.28 were the first, who proposed a statistical model in the 
subspaces RG, RB, and GB for a smoke detection due to the smoke pixels do not have the chrominance 
characteristics like the fire pixels. At the beginning of a fire, when a temperature of smoke is low, a smoke has a 
color from the range of white-bluish to white. Celik et al. provided very simple model, reflecting that the smoke 
pixels should have similar intensities in their RGB color channels. The close idea for early smoke detection is related 
to HSV color space, when a saturation of the color should be as low as possible. Morerio et al.7 applied the CIELab 
space and discovered that L channel with an appropriate threshold cannot bring out the smoke areas only. Better 
clustering for the woodlands is achieved using the color-opponent components (a and b). 
The disorder analysis of the smoke regions over time is often used for smoke detection. Some frequently used 
metrics are randomness of area size29, boundary roughness4, and turbulence variance30. The smoke is a turbulent 
phenomenon, which contours indicate a rapid time-varying behavior. This is an important property of a smoke 
presence in a scene. The complexity of contour variations may be estimated by a dimensionless edge/area or 
surface/volume measure. In the simplest case, a fractal dimension DF can be computed as a ratio of contour 
perimeter P to area A of a region of interest as DF = P/A. Usually a region of interest is divided into blocks with sizes 
16 u 16 pixels. Fractal dimension is calculated in each block. Then blocks with 2 < DF < 3 are connected in a unified 
region. In current work, the RGB color space was used, and the fractal properties were computed by the 
methodology proposed in research31. 
5. Smoke Clustering using Boosted Random Forests 
Two sets of the BRFs for scenes with close and far smoke locations were constructed. They have a close set of 
features but different values of probability. The BRFs include a bootstrapping similar to the Adaboost algorithm in 
the learning stage. Suppose that the training set S includes N positive (smoke regions) and negative (non-smoke 
regions) samples ai with their labels bi and weight wi, {a1, b1, w1}, …, {aN, bN, wN}, where {ai} is a set of features, 
describing a sample, ai  A, and bi  [0…M], where M is a number of classes c. An unpruned tree is grown using a 
subset samples s from a training set S with their corresponding weights. The initial sample weights are assumed 
equal, wi
(1) = 1/N. Then a weak decision tree is constructed in a cycle according to the maximum depth of a tree D. 
Such decision trees are created in the same way as the random forests. 
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For each internal node, variables {p} are selected randomly and then the best split function is determined. A split 
function f(vp) splits iteratively the training subset s into left sl and right sr subsets using Eq. 4, where t is a randomly 
chosen threshold in the range provided by Eq. 5. 
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Information gain 'G of function f(vp) can be calculated using a difference between entropy estimator E(sn) of a 
subset sn and a sum of the entropy weighted estimators E(sl) and E(sr) of the left sl and right sr subsets, respectively, 
provided by Eq. 6, where P(cj) is a probability of class cj. 
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If  'G = max, then it is considered that the best split function f(vp) for the node d is defined, otherwise a cycle is 
repeated using different splitting for function f(vp). A probability distribution P(c|l) for current leaf l with a threshold 
t is computed and stored. In such manner, a weak decision tree is constructed. 
A bootstrapping step involves an estimation of class label iyˆ  of the training data with the trained decision trees 
(Eq. 7), calculation the error of decision tree Ht (Eq. 8), and computation of weight of the tth decision tree Dt (Eq. 9). 
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If Dt > 0, then a weight of training sample  1tiw  is updated according to Eq. 10, otherwise a decision tree is 
rejected. 
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In such manner, a set of T decision trees are constructed. 
During a clustering stage, an unknown sample is entered to all decision trees, and the class probabilities are 
stored in leaf nodes of each tree. Then all outputs of decision trees Pt(c|at) are weighted and averaged using Eq. 11. 
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The class that has the highest probability is the clustering result. 
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6. Experimental Results 
During experiments, forty test video sequences, among which 20 videos with smoke and 20 videos without 
smoke, were evaluated. Test video sequences include transparent and/or dense smoke, pedestrians, moving cars, and 
sometimes cluttered dynamic background. In some video sequences from database of Bilkent University and 
database “Video smoke detection”, a smoke appears and disappears that permits to estimate a response speed of our 
system. It was required 5–12 frames for smoke detection that is a good result due to slow smoke propagation and 
transparency in early phase of a smoke. Short description of some test video sequences with and without smoke is 
represented in Table 1. 
     Table 1. Short description of the test videos. 
Description of test video with smoke Sample frame Description of test video without smoke Sample frame 
Dyntex/649ge10, frame 13 
URL: http://dyntex.univ-lr.fr/ 
Resolution, pixels: 787×556 
Number of frames: 1,134 
Alias: Far smoke video 1 
 
 
Dyntex/6amg900, frame 37 
URL: http://dyntex.univ-lr.fr/ 
Resolution, pixels: 384×288 
Number of frames: 1,040 
Alias: Non-smoke video 1 
 
 
Bilkent//ISYAM, frame 116 
URL: http://signal.ee.bilkent.edu.tr/VisiFire/Demo/ 
Resolution, pixels: 700×480 
Number of frames: 310 
Alias: Far smoke video 2 
 
 
Dyntex/55fc310, frame 7 
URL: http://dyntex.univ-lr.fr/ 
Resolution, pixels: 384×288 
Number of frames: 250 
Alias: Non-smoke video 2 
 
 
Bilkent/sParkingLot, frame 486 
URL: http://signal.ee.bilkent.edu.tr/VisiFire/Demo/ 
Resolution, pixels: 320×240 
Number of frames: 1,726 
Alias: Far smoke video 3 
 
 
Dyntex/571b210, frame 56 
URL: http://dyntex.univ-lr.fr/ 
Resolution, pixels: 787×556 
Number of frames: 254 
Alias: Non-smoke video 3 
 
 
Youtube.com/Factory_16, frame 1 
URL: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePBFeRAhP7U 
Resolution, pixels: 1049×576 
Number of frames: 8,000 
Alias: Far smoke video 4 
 
 
Dyntex/646a81, frame 62 
URL: http://dyntex.univ-lr.fr/ 
Resolution, pixels: 787×556 
Number of frames: 642 
Alias: Non-smoke video 4 
 
 
Bilkent/sWasterBasket, frame 27 
URL: http://signal.ee.bilkent.edu.tr/VisiFire/Demo/ 
Resolution, pixels: 320×240 
Number of frames: 2,247 
Alias: Close smoke video 1 
 
 
Dyntex/64ad210, frame 19 
URL: http://dyntex.univ-lr.fr/ 
Resolution, pixels: 384×288 
Number of frames: 806 
Alias: Non-smoke video 5 
 
 
Bilkent/sMoky, frame 21 
URL: http://signal.ee.bilkent.edu.tr/VisiFire/Demo/ 
Resolution, pixels: 320×240 
Number of frames: 1,498 
Alias: Close smoke video 2 
 
 
Dyntex/54pa410, frame 25 
URL: http://dyntex.univ-lr.fr/ 
Resolution, pixels: 787×556 
Number of frames: 250 
Alias: Non-smoke video 6 
 
 
Bilkent/sWindow, frame 313 
URL: http://signal.ee.bilkent.edu.tr/VisiFire/Demo/ 
Resolution, pixels: 320×240 
Number of frames: 405 
Alias: Close smoke video 3 
 
 
Bilkent/Car_lights, frame 38 
URL: http://signal.ee.bilkent.edu.tr/VisiFire/Demo/ 
Resolution, pixels: 320×240 
Number of frames: 385 
Alias: Non-smoke video 7 
 
 
Video smoke detection /cotton-rope, frame 172 
URL: http://staff.ustc.edu.cn/~yfn/vsd.html 
Resolution, pixels: 320×240 
Number of frames: 2,286 
Alias: Close smoke video 4 
 
 
Video smoke detection /Traffic_1000, frame 126 
URL: http://staff.ustc.edu.cn/~yfn/vsd.html 
Resolution, pixels: 320×240 
Number of frames: 1,000 
Alias: Non-smoke video 8 
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The tuning parameters of spatio-temporal algorithm are a block size in block-matching algorithm (8 u 8, 15 u 15, 
and 30 u 30 pixels), a threshold value in RGB color space (10, 15, 20, and 25), and a number of missing frames (0, 
1, and 2 frames). A choice of block size depends on resolution of video sequence and a smoke remoteness in a scene. 
The increase of block sizes leads to increment of true recognition values on 0.5–0.7 % that is not significantly but a 
computational cost for one frame processing had raised in 1.5 times. A threshold value is determined empirically. A 
smoke from wildfire, dry leaves fire, or cotton rope fire was well detected, when the threshold value was equal 10–
15. A smoke from a building fire, enterprise fire, or burning aircraft was located, when the threshold value achieved 
20–25. A number of missing frames shows, which frame relative to the current frame will be processed by block-
matching algorithm. For slow smoke propagation, this parameter may be 1 or 2, as well as for far smoke. Examples 
of frame processing using various tuning parameters are placed in Table 2. Also, the additional parameter of a smoke 
turbulence was considered. 
     Table 2. Examples of a frame processing using various tuning parameters. 
Parameters Sample frame Processed frame Parameters Sample frame Processed frame 
Block size: 30 u 30 pixels 
Threshold value: 20 
Number of missing frames: 1 
 
 
 
 
Block size: 8 u 8 pixels 
Threshold value: 10 
Number of missing frames: 0 
 
 
 
 
Block size: 8 u 8 pixels 
Threshold value: 25 
Number of missing frames: 0 
  
Block size: 8 u 8 pixels 
Threshold value: 25 
Number of missing frames: 1 
  
 
For a smoke clustering, three methods were implemented, such as support vector machine, random forests, and 
boosted random forests. The comparative recognition results of a smoke detection in test videos with and without 
smoke are located in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. 
     Table 3. The comparative results of a smoke detection in test videos with smoke (TR – True Recognition, FRR – False 
Reject Rate, FAR – False Acceptance Rate). 
 
Test video 
Support vector machine Random forests Boosted random forests 
TR, % FRR, % FAR, % TR, % FRR, % FAR, % TR, % FRR, % FAR, % 
Far smoke video 1 100 0.00 3.12 100 0.00 1.92 100 0.00 0.89 
Far smoke video 2 72.8 27.24 12.74 81.45 20.03 8.54 85.69 16.78 6.21 
Far smoke video 3 93.1 6.91 9.71 97.5 5.09 7.32 99.37 4.71 6.07 
Far smoke video 4 100 0.00 2.91 100 0.00 1.36 100 0.00 0.76 
Close smoke video 1 100 0.00 3.97 100 0.00 2.44 100 0.00 2.06 
Close smoke video 2 95.3 4.12 5.33 99.41 1.41 3.79 100 0.00 2.14 
Close smoke video 3 86.7 13.35 10.82 93.51 9.62 7.76 97.04 7.98 6.13 
Close smoke video 4 100 0.00 3.92 100 0.00 1.88 100 0.00 1.62 
 
As it is shown in Table 3, the average values of true recognition are 93.5%, 96.5%, and 97.8% for application of 
support vector machine, random forests, and boosted random forests, respectively. The FRR values are decreased 
from 6.45% for support vector machine till 4.52% for random forests and 3.68% for boosted random forests, 
respectively. The FAR values are decreased from 6.57% for support vector machine till 4.38% for random forests 
and 3.24% for boosted random forests, respectively. Therefore, the application of clustering techniques based on the 
random forests provides better recognition results on 3–4% with significant decreasing of FRR and FAR values. 
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     Table 4. The comparative results of a smoke detection in test videos without smoke (FAR – False Acceptance Rate). 
 
Test video 
Support vector machine Random forests Boosted random forests 
Number of frames 
with false alarm 
FAR, % Number of frames 
with false alarm 
FAR, % Number of frames 
with false alarm 
FAR, % 
Non-smoke video 1 20 1.92 14 1.35 13 1.25 
Non-smoke video 2 3 1.20 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Non-smoke video 3 54 21.26 38 15.00 32 12.6 
Non-smoke video 4 34 5.30 25 3.89 21 3.27 
Non-smoke video 5 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Non-smoke video 6 3 1.20 0 0.00 0 0.00 
Non-smoke video 7 100 25.97 85 22.08 79 20.52 
Non-smoke video 8 102 10.20 68 6.80 64 6.40 
 
The FAR estimators are the most interesting comparative results in test videos without smoke. A variety of video 
content has great influence on the FAR values changing from 0% up to 25.97% in the case of support vector 
machine application. The average values of the FAR estimators are 8.38%, 6.14%, and 5.5% for application of 
support vector machine, random forests, and boosted random forests, respectively. The obtained results show that 
the error values for video sequences without smoke exceed the error values for video sequences with smoke on  
1.8–2.2%. Notice that the tuning parameters, such as block size in block-matching algorithm, threshold value in 
RGB color space, and number of missing frames, can provide a minor improvement of final results. Also, good 
background models of the scenes contributed significantly to the obtained results eliminating the potential sources of 
the false alarms, such as leaves shake under a wind and the pedestrians and cars movement. 
7. Conclusions 
Vision-based techniques of a smoke detection use a traditional set of spatio-temporal features, such as color, 
contours, fractal property, flickering, energy analysis, moving object detection, temporal difference analysis, among 
others. The smoke location relative to the camera influences directly on the choice of parameters and their 
contribution in a smoke detection. The forty test video sequences, used in this research, included three types of 
videos: with the far and close smoke locations and without smoke. It was shown that various clustering methods 
provide different final results of true smoke detection and errors. The application of boosted random forests 
demonstrated the best average results achieving 97.8% of true recognition with 3.68% and 3.24% of the FRR and the 
FAR estimators, respectively. 
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